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Lindisfarne Centre, St. Aidan's College 
 

11/02/2020 13:30 - 16:30 ((UTC+00:00) Dublin, Edinburgh, Lisbon, London) 
 

A Sandwich lunch available from 12.45 pm. 
 
 
 

AGENDA 
Topic Presenter 

1 Please vote: Senate Advisory Panel on Ceremonies and Honorary Degrees 
(Electronic voting) Members please vote, by 10am Monday 10 February 2020, using the link below and results will be confirmed at the meeting. 

Please Vote Here 
 

Stuart Corbridge 

2 Welcome/Thanks Stuart Corbridge 
3 To receive: Declaration of Interests Stuart Corbridge 
4 To approve: Minutes: 21 November 2019, Action Log and Business Schedule Stuart Corbridge 
5 To receive: Matters Arising Stuart Corbridge 
6 To receive: Vice-Chancellor's Questions Stuart Corbridge 
7 To receive: Vice-Chancellor's Report Stuart Corbridge 
8 To endorse: Durham Commission on Respect, Values and Behaviour 
(Council). Fiona Ellis invited to attend 

Stuart Corbridge 

9 To discuss: Health & Well-being Strategy 2020/21 to 2026/27: Green Paper 
(Council) Sam Dale invited to attend 

Joanne Race and 
Jeremy Cook 

10 To discuss: Evaluating for Teaching Excellence (to follow) 
(To circulate to Senate 6/2 following Education Committee consideration on the 5/2) 

Alan Houston 

11 REFRESHMENTS  
12 To approve: Freedom of Expression Code of Practice 
Sam Dale invited to attend 

Jennifer Sewel 

13 To discuss: Digital Strategy 
(Council) To note that the Digital Strategy projects – descriptors (App B of App 3) is attached as a separate document should the embedded pdf not 
open within the main document. 

John Hemingway 

14 To approve: Senate Membership Review Group: Update Paper Jennifer Sewel 
15 To approve: Proposal to Affiliate New Staff to College Senior Common Rooms Jeremy Cook 
16 To receive: JCNG Report Antony Long 
17 To approve: Education Committee: 11 December 2019 Tony Fawcett 
18 To receive: Research Committee: 5 December 2019 Colin Bain 
19 To receive: Ethics Advisory Committee: 15 January 2020 Stephen Taylor 
20 To approve: Wider Student Experience Committee: 5 December 2019 Jeremy Cook 
21 To receive: Senate Agenda Setting Committee 
(oral) 

Karl Coleman 

22 INFORMATION ITEMS: Members are asked to advise the University Secretary in advance of the 
meeting if they would like to discuss any issues in relation to the items below. 
 

 

22.1 To receive: Matters Under Delegated Authority/ Chair's Action Stuart Corbridge 
22.2 The minutes of meetings of UEC are available for the information of members on the 
University’s website 

UEC Minutes 
 

 

  

https://durhamuniversity.sharepoint.com/teams/committees/senate/Lists/Honorary%20Award%20Nominations/NewForm.aspx
http://dur.ac.uk/committees/password/uec/uec_minutes_internal
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Senate 

11 February 2020 

Sponsor: Jeremy Cook Authors: Benedict Douglas 
 

 
Proposal to Affiliate New Staff to College Senior Common Rooms 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to:  
1) Note the content of this proposal; 
2) Approve the proposal for implementation in April 2020. 
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  

Open X Open Internal  
Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open X Open Internal   
Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption  

Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A  

 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee:  
University Executive Committee (17 June 2019), Colleges and Student Experience Divisional Board 
(17 October 2019), University Executive Committee (12 November 2019), Senate (21 November 
2019), University Executive Committee (21 January 2020). 
 
Further Committee approval required:  
 
Appendices 
Appendix 1: Draft letter to successful candidates to be sent with offer of employment (academic staff) 
Appendix 2: Draft letter to successful candidates to be sent with offer of employment (non-academic 
staff) 
 

 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1 This paper seeks approval of the proposed system from Senate. 

1.2 This paper proposes that all new academic and non-academic staff should be automatically 
affiliated to a college and offered membership of its Senior Common Room (SCR). No 
consequent obligation will be placed on any member of staff to participate in any college 
activity, though it is hoped that many will take up the opportunities offered by SCR membership. 

1.3 Under the current system, staff may choose to participate in college activities by applying to 
be members of one or more SCRs. However, take-up is low. A system of automatic college 
membership has the potential to benefit the welfare of individual staff members, increase 
student satisfaction, and add to the research environment of the University. 

1.4 This paper proposes a system for automatic affiliation of new members of staff to SCRs. There 
will be no obligation under the proposed system for new members of staff to participate in SCR 
activities. Those who do participate will be free to take part in as much or as little as they like 
of their College’s activity. They will also be free to let their membership lapse should they so 
wish. 
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1.5 This paper also proposes to fund the first year’s membership fee (at a rate of £20) for each 
member of staff affiliated in this way, a proposal which will be subject to the planning round. 

1.6 The existing mechanisms for staff to join SCRs at their own initiative will continue to operate 
and will be unaffected by these proposals. 

2. Strategic Context  

2.1 This proposal furthers all three of the University’s strategic goals: 

2.1.1 World leading and changing research:  

Staff participation in SCR and college events and informal use of colleges for lunch, 
coffee etc. creates the opportunity for meetings and discussions which may lead to 
interdisciplinary collaboration, joint funding proposals and informal mentoring. It will 
also facilitate dialogue between the professional services, academic and collegiate 
parts of the university on how they can work together to deliver this and our other 
shared goals. 

The collegiate system also has the potential to improve staff well-being, retention and 
productivity. 

2.1.2 Challenging, enabling, research-led and transformative teaching:  

Staff associated with a college will come into regular contact students, allowing for 
informal discussions of ideas outside the classroom. Staff involved with a college are 
more likely to volunteer to host or help with student events within the college.  

“Numerous studies (including some studies that have entered their fourth decade of 
research on these topics) have shown that student-faculty interactions outside the 
classroom are positively correlated with gains in student learning, personal 
development, cognitive thinking, problem solving, student satisfaction, retention, and 
academic achievement” (Healea, C. Daryl, and Robert Ribera. ‘Rhett Talks: The 
Development, Implementation, and Assessment of a Faculty-in-Residence Program’. 
Work, vol. 52, no. 3, 2015, pp. 491–96) 

2.1.3 A collegiate university experience:  

Automatic membership will develop the educational mission of the Colleges in line with 
the Wider Student Experience Strategy 2016 by facilitating staff participation in the 
intellectual and social environments of the colleges. It could also help academic staff 
to understand, and thus communicate onwards, the collegiate nature of the University. 
It will give professional and academic staff practical insight into this part of the student 
experience and general perspective on the University. 

2.2 Furthermore, the 2016 Wider Student Experience Strategy contains the following commitment: 
“Develop Fellowship programmes across the Colleges to build academic support for students 
and strengthened engagement with the scholarly community; also, to help with academic 
recruitment.” This proposal is a concrete step towards the implementation of that commitment. 

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 Colleges provide a highly supportive environment for students and enable intellectual 
discussion across disciplines.  
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3.2 New staff face professional and personal challenges on joining the University. The collegiate 
system has the potential to improve staff well-being and productivity, but many more of the 
University’s staff could take advantage of it. 

3.3 Key Facts - Challenges facing new staff: 

3.3.1 A considerable amount of academic work is isolated independent work. Many new staff 
live alone and move a long distance from their previous place of work and support 
network to Durham. 

 “Younger renters with little trust and sense of belonging to their area [are at particular 
risk of loneliness]”; the 25-34 groups are the second most likely to be lonely (Office for 
National Statistics 10 April 2018).  

3.3.2 Isolation due to a lack of a well-developed network of peers within departments and 
worries about appearing to lack confidence can prevent effective collaboration and 
mentoring within departments. 

3.3.3 37 per cent of academics have common mental health disorders (Times Higher 
Education Magazine 22 Aug 2017). 

3.4 Benefits to be realised from greater staff SCR membership: 

3.4.1 Informal Mutual Support and Mentoring 

Colleges enable staff to meet each other informally, forming acquaintances and 
friendships. They can discuss their experiences, difficulties and successes in teaching, 
research and administration, in the process learning from and supporting each other. 

This helps staff find support and allows for informal sharing of good practice in teaching, 
research and administration. 

3.4.2 Interdisciplinary Discussion and Collaboration 

Mixing staff from different disciplines at college events and informal use of colleges 
(e.g. for lunch and coffee) increases the possibility of fruitful intellectual encounters. In 
explaining their research to someone from another discipline they may develop their 
own ideas in new ways.  

It creates the potential for innovative research, informal peer review, and inter-
disciplinary work and grant applications. The “unprogrammed” and serendipitous 
nature of this interaction complements the directed facilitation of interdisciplinarity 
which takes place in the Research Institutes and Centres. 

It will increase understanding of the roles and experiences of people working in different 
parts of the university: academic, administrative and colleges. 

3.4.3 Staff wellbeing 

By having an immediate social community upon arriving in Durham, staff are less likely 
to be lonely and can build a wider network of social support. 

3.4.4 Student Satisfaction 

The visibility of staff to students within college promotes higher staff student contact. It 
allows staff to talk informally with the students and improve their intellectual 
development, within the existing college system and events. 
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3.4.5 For Colleges 

Colleges can benefit from a wider range of university members, as staff new to the 
region may have few other social demands on their time. Their presence can enrich 
the intellectual and social life of the colleges, through their participation in and hosting 
of events. 

By being members of colleges, staff will gain a greater understanding of the collegiate 
nature of Durham University. 

3.4.6 For the wider community  

SCR’s have many members who are not university staff. Increased membership by 
university staff will result in greater engagement between the university and the wider 
Durham community. This has the potential to result in greater understanding between 
them and impact generating collaborations. 

3.5 Current Obstacles to Staff Membership of SCRs: 

3.5.1 Only a small number of staff join colleges. There are several possible reasons for this. 

3.5.2 Joining an SCR under the current system is an additional administrative task when new 
staff are worried about getting their teaching prepared or joining a new team. This leads 
to low membership rates. As a result they do not have the support of college SCR 
membership at a time when they can most benefit from it in overcoming the challenges 
they face. 

3.5.3 The current proposal system for SCR membership is easily perceived as unwelcoming. 
Having to be invited and proposed for membership, or to approach the SCR committee 
directly, can create a perception that an individual might be rejected and this may deter 
less confident applicants. 

3.5.4 Staff lack knowledge of colleges and the benefits they can offer and therefore do not 
apply. 

3.6 Recommendations 

3.6.1 All new staff, both academic and non-academic, should be affiliated to a College Senior 
Common Room upon accepting an offer of employment such that they are already a 
member upon joining Durham, in a way which ensures a balance of disciplines within 
each SCR (staff whose roles are based in Colleges will naturally be affiliated to the 
SCR of their own College). Their offer of employment will include a letter setting out 
what SCR’s have to offer in generic terms (Appendix 1 for academic staff; Appendix 
2 for non-academic staff). 

3.6.2 The Office of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Colleges and Student Experience) should 
perform the affiliation process monthly, being supplied by Human Resources with a list 
of new members of staff, and inform each SCR promptly of their new members. Each 
SCR will then contact its new members to welcome them to the College.  

3.6.3 Once the scheme is fully in place and SCRs have adjusted to increased membership 
numbers, consideration should be given to extending it to existing members of staff 
who have no SCR affiliation. 

3.6.4 The existing mechanisms for joining SCRs should continue unchanged alongside the 
new mechanism. Conversely, staff who do not satisfy the conditions for continuing 
membership of an SCR (for example due to non-payment of dues, or behaviour not in 
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keeping with the ethos of the SCR) should remain subject to the existing provisions for 
the removal of membership, whatever the means by which they joined. 

3.6.5 It should be at the discretion of the Head of each College whether that College is given 
the default allocation of members or a more limited number (for example if they believe 
their SCR will require more time to expand). 

3.6.6 The Recognised Colleges are requested, but not mandated, to participate in this 
scheme. 

3.6.7 The Colleges and Student Experience Division should aim to fund the first year of SCR 
membership (at a rate of £20) for all new members of staff affiliated to SCRs under this 
scheme, subject to consultation with the Finance Department on the tax implications of 
such funding. 

3.6.8 Heads of Colleges should work with their SCR Presidents to develop programmes of 
activity that encourage staff retention within their SCRs. The newly formed SCR 
Presidents’ Committee has already begun discussions about ways to improve staff 
engagement. After an interval of two to three years (to allow the system to become 
established), the Colleges and Student Experience Division should give thought to 
whether it would be advantageous to monitor staff retention rates within SCRs. 

3.6.9 Heads of Colleges should ensure that their SCRs possess and comply with clear 
policies on Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) which fully match the University’s 
expectations in this area. The SCR Presidents’ Committee has also begun discussions 
on this topic. 

4. Financial and Resource Implications 

4.1 Automatically affiliating new members of staff to colleges has no financial cost. A new system 
will need to be created in the Office of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Colleges and Student 
Experience) for the fair and transparent distribution of members of staff amongst the colleges, 
but this is unlikely to be resource-intensive. 

4.2 To fund the first year of membership for 800 new members of staff per annum (approximately 
the number of new employees joining the University each year) will cost £16,000. (This number 
of new starters would also equate to around 50 new members joining each College’s SCR, 
which should be manageable given that not all will engage.) 

4.3 The cost of recruiting a new member of staff is on average 20% of their salary 
(https://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/CostofTurnover.pdf). If the 
increase in staff welfare were to result in the retention of only one staff member, this would 
save the university £8,158.60 (based on a staff member at Grade 8, point 37). 

5. Risk, Equality, Environmental, and Social Responsibility Impact Analyses 

5.1 Risk: No impact. 

5.2 Equality: The Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) revealed three impacts. However, no full 
impact assessment is required by the policy. 

(1) Staff in wheelchairs may not be able to fully access all facilities if affiliated to some 
colleges. 

(2) Staff with caring responsibilities may not be able to participate in all after work activities. 
SCRs can address this, for example through activities during the working day (such as 
lunchtime events) 

https://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/CostofTurnover.pdf
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(3) The policy may help staff feel more supported, engaged and comfortable at work. 

5.3 Environmental: There is no environmental impact. 

5.4 Social Responsibility: The proposed policy fits with the University’s commitment to promote 
and support a scholarly community (Responsible University Statement 4.3.1.1), and to support 
staff in their personal development and career progression (Responsible University Statement 
4.5.1.1). 

6. Consultation 

6.1 UEC gave its approval to an outline form of this proposal in June 2019. UEC asked for the 
proposal to be implemented, following consultation, from January 2020 (the original proposal 
was September 2020) and for all new staff grade 7 and above to be included immediately. 
Following consultation with the Heads of colleges, the revised proposal makes the case for all 
new staff to be included in the scheme’s first year of operation. Heads of Colleges felt strongly 
that any restriction on the groups of staff granted automatic membership would create division 
and go against the University’s agreed characteristics and values. The original proposal to 
UEC also did not include the suggestion of funding the first year of membership, which has 
now been included subject to approval through the planning round. 

6.2 UEC at its meeting on the 12th of November requested that the draft letters to be sent with 
offers of employment be amended to name the College to which the member of staff had been 
affiliated. Unfortunately this will not be possible under the current proposal, as the affiliation 
will not take place until candidates have accepted their offer. To affiliate staff before they have 
accepted their offer would require time-consuming repeat communications with SCRs to inform 
them of candidates who have declined their offer. 

6.3 The alternative, to allow a named college to be specified with an offer of employment, would 
require a significantly more complex and time-sensitive process whereby the Office of the Pro-
Vice-Chancellor (Colleges & Student Experience) would swiftly arrange an affiliation when HR 
informed them that an offer was to be made, would communicate the affiliation to HR, would 
wait to be informed by HR that the candidate had accepted their offer, and would then inform 
the SCR of the affiliation. The SCR would still be unable under GDPR rules to communicate 
with the new member of staff until they had received a Durham email address. The benefits of 
this approach are unlikely to outweigh the additional burden on HR and the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor’s Office, and it is not recommended. 

6.4 Senate discussed the full proposal on 21 November 2019 and gave its approval in principle. 
Some members sought reassurance before Senate gave its final approval that no obligation 
would be placed on staff to take part in college activities should they not wish to. This paper 
attempts to provide that reassurance. Senate also requested that the final paper give thought 
to (a) retention of staff within SCRs, (b) the importance of clear EDI policies within SCRs, (c) 
the possibility of including SCR membership within departmental workload allocation models, 
and (d) a review of the proposed funding model alongside the current funding model for JCRs 
and MCRs. Items (a) and (b) are addressed in recommendations 3.6.8 and 3.6.9 above. Item 
(c) would likely be a substantial project, given the very wide consultation necessary and the 
necessity for each Department’s model to account appropriately for activities in each College; 
it is probably best undertaken via individual pairings of Departments and Colleges at the 
initiative of their respective Heads where the desire to take this forward exists. Item (d) would 
point to a substantially greater level of funding for SCRs than has been envisaged to date. This 
would not only need to be balanced with other calls on the University’s funds but would 
necessitate a very clear definition of the University’s expectations from the SCRs. In time it 
may well be appropriate to develop such a definition, but it is not necessary for the initial 
implementation of these proposals. 
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6.5 This policy has been discussed with all Heads of Colleges, Mr Sam Dale, Dr Nina Griffiths, Mr 
Quentin Sloper, Mr Thomas Pullman and Professor Claire Warwick. 

6.6 Executive members of the SCRs of the following Colleges were also consulted: Collingwood, 
Grey, Hatfield, Josephine Butler, St Chad’s, St Cuthbert’s Society, St John’s, St Mary’s, 
University and Van Mildert. 

6.7 The Human Resources Business Partner for the Colleges and Student Experience Division, 
Deborah Moller-Andersen, has also been consulted. 

7. Next Steps 

7.1 The next steps are for the Office of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor to work on the implementation of 
the policy with Human Resources, with the Presidents of the SCRs, and with the Heads of 
Colleges. 

7.2 The policy should be implemented for staff joining the University from April 2020. 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Further information is available from Dr Benedict Douglas, Durham Law School. 
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Appendix 1: Draft letter to successful candidates to be sent with offer of employment 
(academic staff) 

 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

I am pleased to inform you that as a new member of Durham University you are entitled to be 
affiliated to one of our seventeen Colleges. You will shortly receive a letter confirming which 
college you have been affiliated to, with an offer to take up membership of its Senior Common 
Room – the first year’s membership being free of charge.  

At Durham, every student and many members of staff are members of a college. The colleges 
provide a sense of community at a more human scale within the larger University, an enormous 
variety of student-led activity, and a natural place for interdisciplinary connection and conversation. 
Each college’s members also belong to self-organised and self-governing communities within the 
College. Typically, this is a Junior Common Room (JCR) for undergraduates, a Middle Common 
Room (MCR) for postgraduates, and a Senior Common Room (SCR) for staff, friends of the 
College, alumni and members of the local community. Joining an SCR will give you full access to 
the College and to College life, including social and scholarly events, formal dining, and much 
more.  

Membership of SCRs and participation in college events is not a part of your employment contract 
or compulsory, but it is hoped that you will find them a source of collegial support and intellectual 
stimulus. The first year of membership is free; you can opt out of membership at any time, and you 
may also apply to become a member of any College, not just that to which you are initially 
affiliated. 

The President of your SCR will contact you soon to welcome you and inform you of the events and 
opportunities that are attached to membership of your college. 

Kind regards 

Jeremy Cook 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Colleges and Student Experience) 
Durham University 
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Appendix 2: Draft letter to successful candidates to be sent with offer of employment 
(non-academic staff) 

 

 

 

Dear [Name] 

I am pleased to inform you that as a new member of Durham University you are entitled to be 
affiliated to one of our seventeen Colleges. You will shortly receive a letter confirming which 
college you have been affiliated to, with an offer to take up membership of its Senior Common 
Room – the first year’s membership being free of charge. 

At Durham, every student and many members of staff are members of a college. The colleges 
provide a sense of community within the larger University, an enormous variety of student-led 
activity, and a place for connection and conversation with others from a wide range of 
backgrounds. Each College’s Senior Common Room (SCR) brings together staff, members of the 
local community, alumni and other friends of the College. Being a member of an SCR will give you 
full access to the College and to College life – including social activities of many kinds; discussions 
and talks where you can find out what’s going on in the academic life of the University; and much 
more. 

Membership of SCRs and participation in college events is not a part of your employment contract 
or compulsory, but it is hoped that you will find them a place of community and connection with 
others. The first year of membership is free; you can opt out of membership at any time, and you 
may apply to become a member of any College, not just that to which you are initially affiliated. 

The President of your SCR will contact you soon to welcome you and inform you of the events and 
opportunities that are attached to membership of your college. 

Kind regards 

Jeremy Cook 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Colleges and Student Experience) 
Durham University 
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Senate 

11 February 2020 

Sponsor: Alan Houston Author: Andy Burn, Andy Rennie 
 
 
Report from Education Committee (11 December 2019) 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to: 
1) Approve:  

i) the proposal to introduce two additional in absentia ceremonies; 
ii) the consequential changes relating to research degrees for approval; 

2) Note all other items of discussion. 
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  Open X Open Internal  Confidential 

Restricted/External  

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open X Open Internal   Confidential 
Restricted/External  

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption  

Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A 
 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee  
Provost’s Board (20 January 2020) 
 
Further Committee approval required Senate N/A 
 
Appendices 
Appendix 1: recommendation for two additional in absentia degree ceremonies per year 
Appendix 2: changes to the Core Regulations for Research Degrees and Statement of Senate 
Delegations 
 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1 This is a report of the meeting of Education Committee held on 11 December. The agenda, 
open papers and full minutes for this meeting are available when confirmed, if members 
wish to review issues in more detail. Closed papers can be made available by the secretary, 
as appropriate. 

2. Strategic Context  

2.1 Education Committee advises the Vice Provost Education on securing the implementation of 
the University’s Education Strategy, scrutinizes new educational policies, and provides 
assurances to UEC, Senate and Council on quality and standards, in line with its Terms of 
Reference and delegated authority from Senate.  

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 The following provides a summary of key items considered by Education Committee: 
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In Absentia Ceremonies, Minute 14 

3.2 Education Committee discussed a proposal to introduce two additional ceremonies per year 
for the conferment of awards in absentia, noting that this would be particularly beneficial for 
students who needed confirmation of their degree (e.g. for an employer) but had missed the 
cut-off for winter or summer ceremonies, or students with extensions due to disability or illness. 
The ceremonies themselves would be short and straightforward to run, involving senior 
members of staff (e.g. the Secretary/Academic Registrar and the Vice Chancellor/DVC/a PVC, 
acting with delegated authority of the Chancellor) and would not be open to graduands or the 
public. There was associated administrative work for CIS and the Academic Office which had 
been factored into the proposals. 

3.2.1 Recommendation: Senate consider the recommendation for two additional in 
absentia degree ceremonies per year (Appendix 1). 

Regulation Changes relating to research Degrees, Minute 29b 

3.3 Education Committee considered the report of Research Degrees Committee, including a 
recommendation for minor consequential changes to the Core Regulations for Research 
Degrees and the Statement of Senate Delegations, specifically to replace references to the 
(Chair of) Postgraduate FEC with “the appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee)”, 
which is now the updated title for the role. 

3.3.1 Recommendation: Senate consider approving the changes to the Core 
Regulations for Research Degrees and Statement of Senate Delegations outlined 
in Appendix 2. 

Academic Support and Advice, Minute 13 

3.4 Education Committee discussed an updated discussion paper on academic support, guidance 
and advice, welcoming the flexibility afforded by the suggested move to an outcome-based 
approach for this provision, but noting a need for both further guidance to aid implementation, 
and a defined approach to monitoring and evaluating how successfully academic support 
outcomes were being delivered, if these proposals were to be pursued. The Committee 
suggested some amendments to the draft outcomes (e.g. making them more explicitly student-
centred). 

3.5 The Committee noted it was essential that students understood who to approach for academic 
and other types of support (pastoral, wellbeing, employability, academic skills development), 
and therefore the relationship between academic and pastoral support was very important. 
Effective information sharing, particularly through a Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM), would also be essential to the provision of advice and support. The Committee noted 
that the Student Support task and finish group was being formed to take a holistic view of 
student support, and agreed the Education Committee representative should introduce an 
updated paper on Academic Support, Guidance and Advice to these discussions. 

Student Surveys, Minute 15 

3.6 Education Committee discussed analysis of the influences on student response rates to the 
NSS and PTES in 2019, noting that the response rate for both had risen due to the higher 
profile of the surveys and, in particular, encouragement by academic staff to complete the 
survey.  

Examination and Assessment Report, Minute 16 

3.7 Education Committee considered the annual Examination and Assessment Report. The 
Committee agreed that a single list of permissible calculators in exams was desirable, and that 
Deputy Executive Deans would liaise to ensure the list was agreeable to all Faculties. The 
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Committee also noted concerns about the department and faculty workload associated with, 
and consistency and transparency of, the Serious Adverse Circumstances process, noting that 
SACs were being reviewed as part of the Faculty and Department Operations Review led by 
the Provost’s Office, and that they were integral to the provision of advice and support for 
students. The Committee also suggested some minor changes to the format of the report in 
future. 

Other items 

3.8 Education Committee: 

3.8.1 noted the decision to departments had been asked to ensure all examinations from 
2020/21 were either two or three hours in duration, unless a different length was an 
accrediting body requirement; 

3.8.2 approved a collaborative partnership between the Department of Archaeology and Jilin 
University, China, on the recommendation of Quality and Standards Committee; 

3.8.3 approved a minor amendment to the Learning and teaching Handbook to include 
recognition of research impact in research postgraduate progress and review 
arrangements, on the recommendation of Research Degrees Committee;  

3.8.4 discussed FEC business, including feedback about changes to the election of 
academic representatives. 

4. Financial and Resource Implications N/A 

5. Risk, Equality, Environmental, and Social Responsibility Impact Analyses 

5.1 No formal Risk, Equality, Environmental or Social Responsibility Impact Analyses have been 
undertaken for this report. 

6. Consultation N/A 

7. Next Steps N/A 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Further information, including full copies of all approved minutes, is available at 
www.dur.ac.uk/cla/committees/educationcommittee/ and from Andy Rennie or Andy Burn in 
the Curriculum, Learning and Assessment Service. 

 

http://www.dur.ac.uk/cla/committees/educationcommittee/
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Senate 

11 February 2020 

Author: Melanie King 
 

Communication Title: Conferment of degrees 

Purpose of Communication: Senate is asked to consider the introduction of two additional 
ceremonies (March and October) to confer awards in absentia between the standard 
Congregation ceremonies held in January and July 

Consultation to date: Ceremonies Team, CIS. Education Committee recommended the 
proposals at their meeting on 11 December 

Contact for further information:  Melanie King, Head of Student Registry 
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Purpose of report 
 To propose the introduction of two in absentia award ceremonies in March and October 

each year allowing the University to confer degrees four times a year.   

Background information 
 Currently all University of Durham awards, at degree level and above, are conferred at 

the graduation ceremonies in January and July (in line with many other Russell Group 
Universities).    The University Statutes require that Congregations of the University for 
the conferring of degrees or other academic purposes shall be held in a manner to be 
prescribed by the Senate and shall be presided over by the Chancellor or, in his absence, 
by the Vice-Chancellor, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor or by one of the Pro-Vice-
Chancellors.  

 General Regulation IX A: Conferment of degrees, diplomas and licences; wearing of 
academic dress  states that no students are entitled to describe themselves as holding a 
degree of the University until it has been conferred upon them in Congregation either in 
person or in absentia. 

 Students must therefore wait until after the degree has been legally conferred on them 
before they can receive their degree documentation. For those who receive a pass list 
soon after a ceremony it can be six months before they receive their award.  Whilst in 
the past many employers and other agencies would have accepted that the graduand 
would be receiving the qualification, it is now increasingly common for them to require 
presentation of the degree certificate itself with the appropriate date of award. 
International students are more likely to encounter difficulties with employment or 
entering further study overseas without their degree documents.  

Proposal 
 The introduction of two in absentia ceremonies in March and September would allow 

the University to confer degrees four times a year. This would be in line with other 
institutions such as Nottingham and Sheffield Universities, who have introduced such 
ceremonies to meet the needs of graduands. About 1000 students a year would have an 
earlier conferment of the award and the degree documents could be sent out much 
sooner.  This would significantly improve the student experience and would particularly 
benefit international students. Graduands being presented at these in absentia 
ceremonies would not be disadvantaged and would continue to have the opportunity to 
attend the winter or summer graduation ceremonies in person, but they would receive 
their award and documents in a more timely manner.  

 The degrees would be conferred degrees at a short in absentia ceremonies where the 
Academic Registrar would present a list of successful candidates to a PVC who would 
confer the awards by saying the required legal text. It would be very brief and should 
not be too onerous as the PVC role could be shared by the appropriate senior members 
of the university.  
 

 It is recommended that one ceremony is held in autumn with a cut-off date of the end of 
September for pass list publication. This would principally include students receiving a 
PGCE and undergraduates finalists who had to defer their exams until August, but also 
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any postgraduate research students who completed from July to September. The other 
ceremony would be held in spring, with a cut-off date of the last day of the Epiphany 
Term.   

 
 In addition to process changes in the Academic Office, development work would be 

required by CIS to update the congregation registration system in Banner to incorporate 
in absentia ceremonies and generate appropriate communications to eligible graduands.   
This would involve approximately 10 days of development time.  

 
Recommendation 

 It is recommended that Senate approve the proposal to introduce two in absentia 
ceremonies each year to confer awards.  
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Senate 

11 February 2020 

Sponsor: Alan Houston Author: Simon Appleton  
 
 
Revisions to Regulations and Guidance:  Research Degrees 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to approve minor consequential and terminological revisions to the Statement of 
Senate Delegations and sets of Core Regulations for Research Degrees, following changes to the 
structures of Faculty Education Committees (FECs).  
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  Open X Open Internal  Confidential 

Restricted/External  

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open X Open Internal   Confidential 
Restricted/External  

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption  

Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A 
 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee  
The current draft has been considered by the Research Degrees Committee (24 October 2019) and 
approved by Chair’s action on behalf of the Education Committee.   This is a revised draft of an 
earlier paper considered by the Education Committee (20 March 2019) 
 
Further Committee approval required N/A 
 
Appendices 
Appendix 1 extracts from the relevant core regulations1 containing marked up revisions 
Appendix 2 Senate Statement of Delegations with marked up revisions 
 
 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1 University regulations and procedures currently give authority to the Postgraduate Faculty 
Education Committees (in practice the Chairs of these committees: Deputy Heads of Faculty 
(Postgraduate)) for decisions, inter alia, on postgraduate research student progress, 
concessions and degree awards. In 2018/19 Faculty Education Committees (FECs) were 
restructured making reference to the (Chair of) Postgraduate FEC broadly redundant. 

1.2 This paper sets out minor consequential revisions to the University’s research degree 
regulations to update terminology and reference to the Postgraduate FEC (or Chair of the 
Postgraduate FEC) to the “appropriate Deputy Executive Dean” responsible for postgraduate 
research. 

                                                
 
1 Core Regulations for Professional Doctorates; Core Regulations for PhD with Integrated Studies; Core 
Regulations for Research Degrees by Thesis or Composition; Core Regulations for Higher Doctorates 

 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/university.calendar/volumeii/2019.2020/coreregspd.pdf
https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/university.calendar/volumeii/2019.2020/coreregsphd.pdf
https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/university.calendar/volumeii/2019.2020/coreregsrdtc.pdf
https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/university.calendar/volumeii/2019.2020/coreregsrdtc.pdf
https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/university.calendar/volumeii/2019.2020/coreregshd.pdf
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1.3 Senate is asked to consider and approve the minor revisions set out in this paper and 
appendices with immediate effect. 

2. Strategic Context  

2.1 Since 2017, the University has been reviewing its organisational and deliberative infrastructure 
to ensure that these support the delivery of its strategic objectives These proposals are minor 
consequential revisions. 

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 The University’s Regulations (and associated procedures in the Learning and Teaching 
Handbook) assign responsibility to the (Chair of) Faculty Education Committee (Postgraduate) 
for a range of decisions in respect to research degree concessions, progression, examination 
and appeals. These decisions are taken by the Deputy Heads of Faculty who were Chairs of 
the FECs. 

3.2 Changes to the Senate subcommittee structure were implemented in 2018/19 including the 
establishment of the Research Degrees Committee (a subcommittee of Education Committee) 
while the number of Faculty Education Committees was reduced.  Only one Faculty (SSH) has 
retained a postgraduate FEC (and this has a brief solely for postgraduate taught provision).  
Consequently the Deputy Heads of Faculty (Postgraduate), - now Deputy Executive Deans - 
no longer act as Chairs of Postgraduate FECs responsible for postgraduate research.  
Therefore references to (the Chairs of) FECs in University regulations and procedures are 
redundant and require revision. 

3.3 The default proposal (unless otherwise specified below) is to replace references to “(Chair 
of) Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee” throughout the regulations and 
Learning and Teaching Handbook with “the appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their 
nominee)” which is chiefly a simple change in terminology.    This will apply to the 
following: 

- Concessions for extension to the thesis submission deadline;[Core Regulations; LTH 2.4.4] 
- Academic Progress Notices; (Learning and Teaching Handbook 8.2.1) 
- Unsuccessful Annual Progress Reviews (Learning and Teaching Handbook [8.1.6]); 
- Approval of examiner nominations for research degree examinations [Learning and Teaching 

Handbook 8.1.9];   
- Approval of special viva voce arrangements (including videoconferncing) [Learning and 

Teaching Handbook 8.6.2; 
- Approval of degree award recommendations for research degrees (including Higher 

Doctorates); (Statement of Senate Delegations) 
- Exceptional permission for postgraduate students to teach or mark where the criteria in the 

University’s policy (Learning and Teaching Handbook 8.1.12) have not been met. 
 
3.4 In practice, Deputies have assigned delegation to approve more straightforward requests and 

outcomes administratively to the Assistant Registrar (Research Degrees) on the basis of 
departmental recommendations within a framework agreed by the Research Degrees 
Committee (24 October 2019) and the Education Committee (20 March 2019).  Exceptions to 
this include APNs, Unsuccessful Annual Reviews, all fail or lower award examination 
outcomes, examiner nominations that do not fully meet the University’s criteria and extensions 
to thesis submission beyond 6 months (12 months for certificated medical reasons).  

3.5 In some instances, academic departments in practice make decisions in respect of some 
concessions, which are processed by staff in CLAS to ensure that these fulfil regulatory 
requirements; the student record is updated and relevant PSS departments are informed.  It is 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/resources/committees/senate/201718/2018-01-16OPENSenateJanuaryDocumentation.pdf
https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/8/2/1/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/8/1/6/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/8/1/9/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/8/1/9/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/8/6/2/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/8/6/2/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/committees/senate/further_information_about_senate/senate_statement_of_delegation/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/learningandteaching.handbook/8/1/12/
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proposed in the following instances to replace reference to the “appropriate Postgraduate 
Faculty Education Committee”  with “the Board of Studies” 

- Suspension of Supervised Studies [Core Regulations; LTH 2.4.4] 
- Extension to Supervised Studies [Core Regulations; LTH 2.4.4] 
 
3.6 The Core Regulations state that “Students wishing to spend a period away from Durham for 

the purposes of their programme of study or for other good reason must obtain permission 
from the appropriate Board of Studies.  When the nature of the research requires that work be 
undertaken at an institution outside Durham, the appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education 
Committee may appoint an additional supervisor.”  It is proposed to replace reference to the 
FEC with “the Board of Studies”, as departments are responsible for the appointment of 
supervisors and this reference is inconsistent. 

 
3.7 The University’s General Regulations III: Residence state that “Student members of the 

University registered for full-time programmes of study shall reside within College, or Licensed 
Hall of Residence, or within College managed accommodation, or otherwise within a 
reasonable distance of the University. Exceptions … may be granted by the Chair of the 
relevant Faculty Education Committee following the submission of a concession request 
endorsed by the student’s Department and College”.  It is proposed that reference to Chair 
of the relevant Faculty Education Committee is replaced by “relevant Deputy Executive Dean”    

 
4. Financial and Resource Implications N/A 

5. Risk, Equality, Environmental, and Social Responsibility Impact Analyses 

5.1 Risk: No formal analysis has been undertaken  

5.2 Equality: No formal analysis has been undertaken  

5.3 Environmental: n/a 

5.4 Social Responsibility: n/a 

6. Consultation 

6.1 Consultation has been through the Research Degrees Committee and Education Committee, 
which include both student and staff representation. 

7. Next Steps 

7.1 As no fundamental regulatory changes impacting students  are included in this proposal it is 
proposed to introduce these minor revisions with immediate effect in the current academic 
year. 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Further information is available from Simon Appleton, Assistant Registrar (Research 
Degrees) by email (simon.appleton@durham.ac.uk) or telephone (ext 46126) 

 

  

mailto:simon.appleton@durham.ac.uk
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Appendix 1 
 

CORE REGULATIONS FOR RESEARCH DEGREES BY THESIS OR COMPOSITION 
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), Doctor of Medicine (MD), Master of Philosophy (MPhil),  

Master of Letters (MLitt), Master of Education (MEd),  
Master of Jurisprudence (MJur), Master of Music (MMus), Master of Theology (MTh),  

Master of Science (MSc), Master of Arts (MA), Master of Professional Practice (MProf) 
… 
 
PROGRESS AND ATTENDANCE 
 
… 
 
11. The appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee Board of Studies may permit the 
interruption of a student's programme of study for a period to be specified by the Committee in each 
instance. This period may not be more than 12 months in any one instance, and extensions to a 12 
month suspension of study will not normally be granted. A student will only be permitted to suspend 
for more than 24 months consecutively in exceptional circumstances. Students who wish to suspend 
studies beyond this point will be required to withdraw, and advised to re-apply to the University (if 
they so wish) when they are in a position to do so. 
    … 
 
14. Students wishing to spend a period away from Durham for the purposes of their programme of study or 
for other good reason must obtain permission from the appropriate Board of Studies.  When the nature of the 
research requires that work be undertaken at an institution outside Durham, the appropriate Postgraduate 
Faculty Education Committee Board of Studies may appoint an additional supervisor.  
… 
 
18. If it should appear during the first term of his/her programme that a student’s attainment in the English 
language is not fully adequate for his/her study, the student may be required by the appropriate Board of 
Studies Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee to undertake, at his/her own expense, an approved 
course of instruction in the English language or to withdraw.  At the end of such a course the Committee will 
then either satisfy itself that the student has become competent to proceed with his/her study or require that 
his/her registration be terminated.  If the student is deemed competent to proceed, the appropriate 
Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee Board of Studies shall determine in each individual case whether 
any of the period spent in receiving English language instruction may be counted towards the requirements 
for the programme for which he/she is registered. 
 
PROGRAMME REGULATIONS 
 
… 
Submission of Assessed Work 
 
25. A student who is unable due to illness or other good cause to submit their thesis for assessment by the 
required date may apply to the appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee the appropriate Deputy 
Executive Dean (or their nominee) for an extension of that date, to be determined by the Committee in the light 
of the known circumstances. 
 
… 
 
Oral Examination 
 
29. Candidates for the degrees of Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Medicine, Master of Philosophy, 
Master of Letters, Master of Music or Master of Education shall be examined orally on their thesis and 
on subjects relevant to it. In exceptional circumstances the appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education 
appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee) may, on sufficient grounds submitted by the examiners, 
dispense the candidate from the oral examination. The requirement for candidates to present themselves for 
oral examination for the degree of Master of Theology, Master of Jurisprudence, Master of Science or Master 
of Arts is at the discretion of the examiners. 
 
Re-examination 
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30. Candidates who have not satisfied the examiners for the degree at the first examination may be 
permitted by the appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee) appropriate Postgraduate Faculty 
Education Committee, on the recommendation of the examiners, to submit their thesis or folio in a 
revised form on one occasion only.  Such candidates will be required to submit their thesis or folio in 
a revised form within one calendar year. If the examiners find the revised thesis or folio acceptable no 
further oral examination is required. If the examiners do not find the revised thesis or folio acceptable 
a second oral examination must be held for any candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 
Doctor of Medicine, Master of Philosophy, Master of Letters, Master of Music or Master of Education. 
 
31. Candidates who at the first examination submit a satisfactory thesis or folio but fail to satisfy the examiners 
in an oral examination may be permitted by the appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee)  
appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee, on the recommendation of the examiners, to submit 
themselves for a second oral examination or a written examination within six months. 
 
32. A candidate who has failed to satisfy the examiners that he/she has achieved the standard required for 
the degree for which he/she is registered but who, in the opinion of the examiners, has reached the standard 
required for the award of an appropriate alternative degree may be permitted by the appropriate Deputy 
Executive Dean (or their nominee) appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee, on the 
recommendation of the examiners, to proceed to that degree. Candidates permitted to proceed to an 
alternative degree shall arrange for their thesis to be bound for presentation for the appropriate degree in 
accordance with the 'Rules for the form of Compositions and the Submission of Work for Higher Degrees' 
before a pass list may be issued. 
 
… 
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CORE REGULATIONS FOR PhD WITH INTEGRATED STUDIES 
 
8. … 
 
PROGRESS AND ATTENDANCE 
 
11. … 
 
12. The Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their 
nominee) may permit the interruption of a candidate’s programme of study for a specified 
period of time. This period may not be more than 12 months in any one instance, and 
extensions to a 12 month suspension of study will not normally be granted. A student will 
only be permitted to suspend for more than 24 months consecutively in exceptional 
circumstances. Students who wish to suspend studies beyond this point will be required to 
withdraw, and advised to re-apply to the University (if they so wish) when they are in a 
position to do so. 
 
13. … 
 
15. If it should appear during the first term of his/her programme of study that a student’s attainment 
in the English language is not fully adequate for his/her study, the student may be required by the 
appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee Board of Studies)  to undertake, at his/her 
own expense, an approved course of instruction in the English language or to withdraw.  At the end 
of such a course  the Committee will then either satisfy itself that the student has become competent 
to proceed with his/her study or require that his/her registration be terminated.  If the student is 
deemed competent to proceed, the appropriate Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee 
appropriate Board of Studies) shall determine in each individual case whether any of the period spent 
in receiving English language instruction may be counted towards the requirements for the 
programme for which he/she is registered. 
... 
 
THE RESEARCH THESIS 
… 

 
42. A student who is unable due to illness or other good cause to submit their thesis for assessment 
by the required date may apply to the Postgraduate Faculty Education Committee Research 
Degrees Committee for an extension of that date, to be determined by the Committee in the light of 
the known circumstances. 

•  
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CORE REGULATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL DOCTORATES 
 
7. … 
 
PROGRESS AND ATTENDANCE 
 
14. … 
 
15. The appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee) may permit the interruption of a candidate’s 
programme of study for a period to be specified by the Committee in each instance. This period may 
not be more than 12 months in any one instance, and extensions to a 12 month suspension of study 
will not normally be granted. A student will only be permitted to suspend for more than 24 months 
consecutively in exceptional circumstances. Students who wish to suspend studies beyond this point 
will be required to withdraw, and advised to re-apply to the University (if they so wish) when they are 
in a position to do so. 
 
16. … 
 
17. Students wishing to spend a period away from Durham for the purposes of their programme of study or 
for other good reason must obtain permission from the appropriate Board of Studies.  When the nature of the 
research requires that work be undertaken at an institution outside Durham, the Board of Studies may appoint 
an additional supervisor. Students shall maintain such contact with their supervisors and provide them with 
such evidence of progress as they may require. 
 
13. If it should appear during the first term of his/her programme of study that a student’s attainment in the 
English language is not fully adequate for his/her study, the student may be required by the Board of Studies 
to undertake, at his/her own expense, an approved course of instruction in the English language or to withdraw.  
At the end of such a course the Committee will then either satisfy itself that the student has become competent 
to proceed with his/her study or require that his/her registration be terminated.  If the student is deemed 
competent to proceed, the Board of Studies shall determine in each individual case whether any of the period 
spent in receiving English language instruction may be counted towards the requirements for the programme 
for which he/she is registered. 
 
… 
 
SUBMISSION OF THESIS 
 
38.  A student who is unable due to illness or other good cause to submit their thesis for assessment 
by the required date, may apply to the appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee) for an 
extension to that date, to be determined by the Committee in the light of the known circumstances. 
… 
 
40. The thesis will be assessed by an internal and an external examiner in an oral examination.  In 
exceptional circumstances, the appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee) may, on sufficient 
grounds submitted by the examiners, dispense the candidate from the oral examination. 
 
Re-examination 
 
41. Candidates who have not satisfied the examiners for the degree may be permitted by the 
appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee), on the recommendations of the 
examiners, to submit their thesis in a revised form on only one occasion.  Such candidates 
will be required to submit their thesis in a revised form within one calendar year.  If both 
examiners find the revised thesis acceptable no further oral examination is required. If the 
examiners do not find the revised thesis acceptable a second oral examination must be held. 
 
42. Candidates who at the first examination submit a satisfactory thesis but who fail to satisfy the 
examiners in the oral examination may be permitted by the appropriate Postgraduate Faculty 
Education Committee, on the recommendation of the examiners, to submit themselves for a second 
oral examination or a written examination within six months. 
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43. A candidate who has failed to satisfy the examiners that he/she has achieved the standard 
required for the degree which he/she is registered but who, in the opinion of the examiners, has 
reached the standard required for the award of an appropriate alternative degree may be permitted 
by the appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee), on the recommendation of the 
examiners proceed to that degree.  Candidates permitted to proceed to a research degree shall 
arrange for their thesis to be bound for presentation for the appropriate degree in accordance with 
the “Rules for the Submission of Work for Higher Degrees” before a pass list may be issued. 
 
…. 
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CORE REGULATIONS FOR HIGHER DOCTORATES 
Doctor of Divinity (DD), Doctor of Letters (DLitt),  
Doctor of Music (DMus), Doctor of Science (DSc)  

 
ADMISSION 
 
1. Candidates must be either:  
 

a. Master or Doctor of Philosophy of this University of at least four years standing from either of 
those degrees, or a Bachelor of this University of at least seven years standing from the 
award of that degree.  

 
b. or, a member of staff of the University, or a person engaged on academic work within the 

University, or any of its recognised Colleges or Societies.  
 
2. Candidates may be admitted to a Higher Doctorate on complying with the requirements of these 
regulations. 
 
3. An applicant must be considered by the Faculty Education Committee (postgraduate) 
appropriate Deputy Executive Dean (or their nominee), in consultation with an appropriate academic 
department(s), as a candidate for the degree. No candidate is allowed to submit work for this degree 
if that same work has been successfully submitted, or is being submitted for any degree of this or 
any other University or degree awarding body. 
 
ASSESSMENT REGULATIONS 
4. The degree shall be awarded in consideration of work which is of high distinction, constituting a 
substantial and original contribution to scholarship in the field and which has already been published 
or accepted for publication, or in the case of musical compositions, of outstanding merit. Recordings 
of compositions on tape or in electronic format may be submitted in addition to the scores of the 
works.  
 
5. Published works submitted as part of the examination may be submitted as individual 
volumes/papers for examination purposes. However, the complete work(s) must be submitted in 
accordance with the "Rules for the form of Compositions and the Submission of Work for Higher 
Degrees". 
 
6. The work(s) submitted will be examined by three examiners, of whom at least two shall be 
external examiners. Candidates who are members of the staff of the University shall be examined 
by three external examiners.  
 
7. An oral examination on the subject of the published work may be required by appropriate Deputy 
Executive Dean (or their nominee)  after consultation with the examiners. 
 
8. A candidate registered for a research degree by submission of published works has the right to 
appeal against academic decisions relating to his or her candidature in accordance with the 
Academic Appeals Procedures contained in Section VII of the General Regulations printed in the 
University Calendar. 
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Statement of Senate Delegations [EXTRACT] 
Please note, as of August 2018 - Statement of Delegations is currently under review 
(As at September 2011, amends to Education Extracts approved by Senate on the 29 April 2014) 
Senate has a number of powers as defined in the University's Statutes. This statement sets out those 
of its principal responsibilities which Senate has agreed to delegate. In some cases these are based 
on long-standing established custom and practice, which are codified in this statement. This 
statement should be read in conjunction with: 
a) the Standing Orders of Senate's committees and sub-committees which include their Terms of 
Reference. 
b) University Regulations, Guidelines and Codes of Practice approved over the years by Senate, 
which also include some detailed delegations, especially in relation to processes 
In each case the Senate power is in bold; delegated responsibilities are in plain typeface. 
1 
To grant degrees and other academic or University qualifications:  
Responsibility for the granting of taught degrees has been delegated to Boards of Examiners by 
custom and practice. 
Responsibility for the granting of research degrees has been delegated to the Deputy Executive 
Deans responsible for postgraduate research degrees Chairs of Faculty Education Committees 
(Postgraduate). 
 
…. 
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Wider Student Experience Committee Report: 5 December 2019 
 
Proposed Resolution 
Senate is asked to: 
a) Note the discussion of items by Wider Student Experience Committee at its meeting on 5 

December 2019; 
b) Approve proposals from the two Sub-Committees for minor changes to their membership and 

terms of reference. 
 

Communication 
Status: Paper  

Open X Open Internal  
Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Communication 
Status: 
Appendices 

Open X Open Internal   
Confidential 
Restricted/External 

 

Freedom of 
Information 
Exemption and 
Rationale 

Paper: N/A 

Appendices: N/A 

 
Previous Consideration by this or other Committee  
University Executive Committee (7 January 2020) 
 
Further Committee approval required N/A 
 
Appendices N/A 

 

 
1. Executive Summary 

1.1 This is a report of the meeting of Wider Student Experience Committee (WSEC) held on 5 
December 2019. The agenda and papers of all WSEC meetings are available at 
https://www.dur.ac.uk/colleges.se.division/pvcoffice/wsecommittee/wsedocuments/. 

2. Strategic/Policy Context  

2.1 Wider Student Experience Committee supports Senate in maintaining the quality of the wider 
student experience, and does so in line with the Terms of Reference provided by Senate. The 
Committee has responsibility for scrutinising and recommending to Senate (and UEC and 
Council, where appropriate) policy and sub-strategies in support of the Wider Student 
Experience Strategy. 

2.2 The matters considered at the meeting of Wider Student Experience Committee held on 5 
December 2019 included the following: 

2.2.1 A report on workshops conducted on strategic topics identified by the Committee; 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/colleges.se.division/pvcoffice/wsecommittee/wsedocuments/
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2.2.2 An update on the Durham Inspired Award; 

2.2.3 The ongoing review of governance of student organisations; 

2.2.4 The forthcoming review of the Respect at Study Policy; 

2.2.5 The two Sub-Committees’ annual reviews of effectiveness and proposals for minor 
changes to their membership and terms of reference. Senate is asked to approve these 
proposals. 

3. Background and Analysis  

3.1 The following provides a summary of the key items considered by Wider Student Experience 
Committee: 

3.2 Report on workshops held on strategic topics during 2019. In February 2019 the 
Committee identified three topics of strategic importance for the Colleges and Student 
Experience to explore through workshop events (known as “Divisional Clinics”). These were 
(a) the size and shape of college residential communities; (b) access and participation in the 
wider student experience; and (c) internationalisation and globalisation of the wider student 
experience. The Committee received a report outlining the nature of the events held and the 
conclusions reached. The Committee supported the Chair’s suggestion that, in order to 
prioritise staff time, the Division should defer work on topic (a) until topics (b) and (c) are 
complete. 

3.3 Durham Inspired Award. The Committee received a verbal update on the pilot of the Durham 
Inspired Award, launched in Michaelmas 2019. In excess of 500 students had signed up at the 
date of the meeting for the personal development coaching element of the Award, which is felt 
to be the aspect which most distinguishes the Durham Inspired Award from award schemes at 
competitor institutions. It was reported that employers were very interested in the Award as a 
differentiator in regard to graduate employment, but the Committee – while celebrating this – 
was keen to emphasise that the Award should not be viewed primarily as an employability 
award. The Committee discussed ideas around accreditation by, or partnership with, one or 
more significant brands (e.g. the Institute for Leadership and Management, and/or large 
organisations in the voluntary or private sectors), supporting this as a means of communicating 
the value of the Award.  

3.4 Governance of student organisations. The Committee received an update on the process 
of reviewing the governance of student organisations, with a focus on the review of the Durham 
Student Organisation (DSO) Framework. Noting that the DSO Framework accommodated a 
very diverse range of student organisations, and that recent student discontent with the 
Framework had stemmed entirely from one group of them, namely College Common Rooms 
(comprising a small minority of the groups in the Framework, but individually much larger than 
most of the clubs and societies comprising the majority), the Committee recommended a new 
direction for the review whereby the Task and Finish Group should seek to define a separate 
Framework more suited to College Common Rooms (to operate in parallel with the existing 
Framework for clubs and societies). 

3.5 Respect at Study Policy. The Committee received a report for information outlining the work 
to be done during the year on the routine review of the Respect at Study Policy. The Committee 
requested the renaming of the Policy as part of this review, to make clearer its focus on bullying 
and harassment (rather than all aspects of respect) and to communicate that the policy applied 
in all areas of student life and not just during academic study per se. 
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3.6 Sub-Committees. The Committee received the annual reviews of effectiveness from its two 
Sub-Committees for the academic year 2018/19. The Student Support and Wellbeing 
Subcommittee felt that it was operating effectively but requested two additions to its 
membership: a second College Vice-Principal (to reflect the centrality of the Colleges in student 
support and wellbeing) and the Head of the Student Conduct Office. The Development and 
Communities Sub-Committee did not feel that it had operated as effectively as possible, and 
intended to address this through better integration with project groups that had operated 
independently (e.g. the Durham Inspired Award Project Board) and through a greater strategic 
focus on access and participation. It requested the addition of a senior representative from 
Access and Engagement to its membership in support of this priority, in addition to minor 
amendments to reflect changes to senior management roles since the Sub-Committee’s 
establishment. WSEC was happy to endorse all these proposed changes and UEC’s 
endorsement of them to Senate is now requested. 

4. Financial and Resource Implications N/A 

5. Risk and Equality, Environmental and Social Impact Analyses 

5.1 No formal analyses have been undertaken. 

6. Consultation N/A 

7. Future Action/next Steps 

7.1 The findings of the review of the Respect at Study Policy will be brought to UEC and Senate 
in Easter Term 2020. 

8. Further Information 

8.1 Further information is available from Tom Pullman, Senior Divisional Manager, Colleges & 
Student Experience Division (thomas.pullman@durham.ac.uk; extn: 44885). 
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